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Mr. Wilkinsou communicated the following :  

NOTE ON A MAP OP CHESHIRE.

In Robert Morden's map of Cheshire, contained in Gibson's Camden, 
1695, which is admitted to be very accurate, (Gibson's Preface,) there 
are two branches of the River Dee which appear to unite with tlio 
Mersey. The junction is a little above Hooton Park ; and this branch 
then runs past Pool, Stanlaw, and Thornton, where the two branches 
unite. Tlie northern branch then passes Stoke, Croughton, Backford, 
Chorleton, The Baits, and so on to the Dee below Chester. The 
southern branch commences at Thornton Coughiill being nearly at 
the point of the delta ; it then passes by Picton, Bridge Troughford, 
Plemslew, Stanford, Hockenhall, Stapleford, Huxley, Tuttenhull, Heath, 
Lea Hall, and Aldlbrd, a little below which it joins the Dee from 
Poulton, &c. The question now arises, did these junctions exist three 
centuries ago, or are they defects in the map?

On consulting a relative resident at Chester on the question, he thus 
writes " It is difficult to make out the source of Crimes Brook (on tho 
" Ordnance Map), one of the main tributaries of the River Gowy ; but 
" it is evident from the elevation of the Peckfortou Hills that tho sources 
" of it do not interlock with the streams which run into the Uee near 
" Aldford. All the hills from Peckforton to Helsby seem to rise at once 
" from the plain. The various heaths found between Tattenhall and 
'  Whitby Heath suggest a table laud, of slight elevation certainly, but 
" sufficient to mark the watershed. J cannot find any water connection 
" between Croughton and Mollington, except the canal; which may have 
"been constructed out of the bed of a brook ; but the map does not 
" give any signs of it. Personal inspection would decide whether there 
" is any cutting near Butter Hill to cross what appears on the 
" map to be the watershed of that part of the county. No rocks 
" are noted between Croughtou and Mollington. North of Stoke are 
" The Moors, and here there seem to be numerous brooks or ditches, 
" which cross each oilier. 1 mny add that numerous tributaries of the 
" River Gowy are omitted in the map on both banks."

This scarcely settles the matter ; and I would suggest the examination 
of other old manuscripts and documents, by some one near tins locality, 
in order to ascertain whether there formerly were such junctions of the 
Mersey and the Dee as are set forth by Mordeu and other geographers.*

* The apparent island, and the two rivers joining the Mersey and the Dee, 
are nothing more than the usual exaggerations and inaccuracies of the old 
geographers. We have examined several large maps of Cheshire, from 1794 to 
the present time ; and they concur in showing the following. (1) There is a 
series of low levels, nearly coinciding with the boundary linen of Wirral and 
Broxton Hundreds; and along these the Dee and Mersey canal is carried. But 
there is a water-partition at Backford, from which the natural streams flow cast 
and west to the Mersey and the Dee respectively. (2) The southern river nearly 
coincides with the boundary between the Hundreds of Broxton and Eddisbury ; 
but the water-partition is at Peckforton hills and Tattenhall. One set of small 
streams, including the brooks of Beeston, Auhton, Salter, and Crimes, unite 
with the Gowy and flow into the Mersey: another originating in Keysbrook, flows 
into the Dee at Aldford. U.
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